. XRD patterns of PLA/PCL with different addition of EMA-GMA.
Remarkably, a strange phenomenon appeared in the stress-strain curves of PLA/PCL/EMA-GMA blends. As we all known, four parts which are elastic deformation, yielding, developing large deformation, and strain-stiffing comprise the typical stress-strain curves of polymers. However, as shown in the Figure S1 , second elastic and yielding deformation appeared in the developing large deformation stage of the ternary blends. The size of the second yielding was influenced by the addition amount of EMA-GMA. Regularly, the positions of the second yielding were almost the same, and the level became smaller and smaller with the increase of EMA-GMA contents until it almost disappeared at the addition of 8 or 10 phr EMA-GMA. This phenomenon hasn't been found in numerous studies of PLA/EMA-GMA blends [1] [2] , but in this work, it appeared in all samples of ternary blends and one sample of PLA/PCL blend whose elongation at break exceeded 110% (refer to Figure S2 ).
The tensile stress would transfer to the dispersed PCL phase of blends under a strong interfacial adhesion. When tensile strain exceeded a certain level, the tensile deformation of dispersed PCL phase would emerge. The elongation of the amorphous part of the PCL phase was limited by the crystalline zone, which resulted in the increase of tensile stress, while the orientation of the chain-folded lamellae remained unchanged. With the tension increased, the lamellae were fragmentized into checkerboard-like arrangement causing the yielding deformation [3] . According to the analysis, PCL phase had poor interfacial adhesion with PLA matrix, therefore the tensile deformation of PCL dispersed phase appeared only in a few samples of PLA/PCL blend whose elongation at break exceeded a certain level. After EMA-GMA was added, the introduction of EMA-GMA reduced the degree of crystallinity of PCL phase presenting as the decrease of Young's modulus and yield strength in the second elastic and yielding deformation, and then strengthened the continuity of the stress transfer between the PLA matrix and dispersed PCL phase due to the enhanced interfacial adhesion by reaction between the PCL and EMA-GMA. Therefore, the tensile deformation caused by the elongation of PCL phase was gradually decreased with the increase of the EMA-GMA contents. 
